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Abstract
This thesis is dedicated to realizations and physical understanding of electronic and
photocatalytic properties after decorating transition metals to the semiconducting
molybdenum disulfide. Synthesized via facile wet chemical methods, the MoS2-Au,
MoS2-Au-Ni and MoS2-Ag-Ni composites were formed as binary or ternary
compounds. The Au nanoparticles are stably joined to the MoS2 matrix without
deteriorating layered structures of the host. After introducing the Au nanoglue as a
common buffer, a metallic contact is reached between Ni and MoS2, and attributed to
new electron migration channel via MoS2 edge contact. Adapting the Ag as the buffer
element can attach the Ni to the basal plane of the MoS2 beside edge contact. The NiAg-MoS2 composite effectively splits water under visible light irradiation and produce
hydrogen. The excellent photocatalytic activity is attributed to effective charge
migration through dangling bonds at the MoS2-Ag-Ni alloy interface and the activation
of MoS2 basal planes.
Key words: inorganic layered crystals, molybdenum disulfide, band structure, metalsemiconductor contact, conductive atomic force microscopy, X-ray photoemission
electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, photocatalysis, water splitting,
hydrogen evolution
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Beyond Carbon and Silicon
Carbon is everywhere in our planet, being the main component of organisms, forming
the fossil fuels we rely on, and circulating between the biosphere and the environment.
In its elemental form, graphite is a native mineral and known for its lubricant
applications. Formed with intralayer sp2 hybridization and interlayer van der Waals
interaction, individual graphitic layers can easily slide off each other and thus graphite
is widely used as pencil cores and solid lubricants.
As a close relative to carbon, silicon has been the most important element in the
semiconductor industry which supports our modern civilization. It is the second mostabundant element in the Earth’s crust (28%). With mature production techniques and
low cost, the single crystal silicon has become the basis of central processing unit (CPU),
memory storages, and debut the revolutionary fashion of the artificial intelligence (AI)
applications. Silicon also dominates the market of commercial photovoltaic cells for
solar energy conversion.
In the last decades, man-made elemental carbon materials have been focused on
low-dimensional forms. Thanks to the layered structure of graphite, graphene was
mechanically exfoliated from graphite, leading to a thorough revolution in carbon
research [1,2]. As a two-dimensional and honeycomb-lattice carbon film, graphene is
the building block of the other graphitic materials: wrapping up into fullerenes, rolling
into carbon nanotubes, and stacking into graphite [ 3 , 4 ]. It exhibits extraordinary
performance in electrical, optical and catalytic applications.
Subsequently, graphene has inspired studies of enormous analogues composed of
inorganic elements. The inorganic layered crystals (ILC) are such composites with
similar structural properties to graphene [5,6,7]. Thanks to intralayer and interlayer
structures and species varieties, ILC materials have high structural hostability and
electronic tunability. They cover a full range of electrical conduction species: insulators
(h-BN), semiconductors (2H-phase), and metals (1T-phase). Among them,
semiconducting ILCs have drawn great attention on semiconductor applications
thanks to their structural and electronic properties. Compared to gapless graphene and
bulk silicon, these abundant species are tunable in bandgap energies and thicknesses.
Yet, more materials functionalities are expected than the graphene and silicon.
Inspired by advances led by graphene and aiming at the realm dominated by
silicon, the emerging layered materials are expanding our knowledge and the materials
1
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library. Enormous research has been done with novel ILCs, particularly the
semiconducting molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). Due to its natural abundance, tunable
electronic structures, and rich chemically reactive sites, MoS2 is considered as the most
promising alternative to Si-based semiconductor industry and the novel candidate for
catalytic applications.
Although monolayer MoS2 has been intensively studied experimentally and
theoretically, few and multi-layer MoS2 is still an unexploited treasure for its tunable
hostability, indirect bandgap, and the cheap price for possible industrial applications.
The electrical contact between MoS2 and joined metals will be fabricated and evaluated
in this thesis work. The photocatalytic property of the synthesized composites will be
also explored.

Organization of the Thesis
In this thesis, Chapter 2 introduces the basics of ILC materials, including the crystal
structures, electronic characteristics, and the materials engineering strategies for MoS2
and other ILCs. It also briefly summarizes the theoretical and experimental routes to
introduce magnetism to ILCs as discussed in Paper V. Chapter 3 introduces the lightmatter interactions and the spectroscopic techniques employed in the thesis work. In
Chapter 4, the sample synthesis and the engineering of noble metal nanoparticles are
introduced. Chapter 5 demonstrates the formation and evaluation of metalsemiconductor contacts. The conductive atomic force microscopy technique is
important for I-V measurements of nanoscale samples and used in Papers II and III.
Chapter 6 focuses on the principles and applications of MoS2-based photocatalysts that
are elaborated in Papers II and IV. Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the included
papers (I ~ IV). The last chapter gives a brief conclusion and outlook for future work.
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crystals
2.1 Chemical composition and crystal structures
Since the discovery of freestanding monocrystalline graphene in 2004, a paradoxical
concept of an atomic crystal has been coined [2]. However, the concept is not only
limited to the organic territory. The ILC materials are emerging as a huge group of noncarbon counterparts (Fig. 2.1). The ILC family contains several groups of layered
materials according to their elemental constitution.
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Transition metal chalcogenides

MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, WS2, WSe2, WTe2, ZrS2, ZrSe2, ReS2, NbS2, NbSe2, TaS2, TiS2, NiSe2, ZnSe, CdS, CdTe

Transition metal halides

CrCl3, CrBr3, CrI3, TiCl3, TiBr3, VCl3, VBr3, FeCl3, FeBr3, MoCl3, TcCl3, RuCl3, RhCl3, RhBr3, RhI3, IrCl3, IrBr3, IrI3,
TiCl2, TiBr2, TiI2, VCl2, VBr2, VI2, MnCl2, MnBr2, MnI2, FeCl2, FeBr2, FeI2, CoCl2, CoBr2, CoI2, NiCl2, NiBr2, NiI2, ZrCl2, ZrI2

Transition metal oxides

MoO3, WO3, TiO2, MoO2, V2O5, TaO3, RuO2

Two dimensional Xenes

Silicene, Germanene, Phosphorene, Stanene, Arsenene, Antimonene

Ternary compounds

Cr2Ge2Te6, Cr2Si2Te6, Ni(OH)2

Others

h-BN, …

Figure 2.1 Library of inorganic layered crystals. The elements with green shadings are
transition metals with confirmed ILC compounds, while the violet, red and orange
shadings are nonmetals forming transition metal chalcogenides, halides, and oxides,
respectively. Elements with blue shadings are 2D Xenes (X = Si, Ge, Sn, P, As, Sb). The
data in this figure are summarized from references [8,9,10,11].
The ILCs can be metallic, semiconducting, or dielectric [ 12 ]. Thus, they are
expected as alternatives to graphene or conventional silicon materials. Among them,
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transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have received considerable attention. As a
representative member, the MoS2 owns moderate and tunable semiconducting
bandgaps and great natural abundance [12,13]. When a transition metal (TM) atom is
connected to halogen anions (Cl, Br, I), another group of binary ILC materials is formed,
known as transition metal dihalides or transition metal trihalides [8]. The
aforementioned metal halides as well as ternary Cr2Ge2Te6 and Cr2Si2Te6 have recently
gained considerable interest due to their possible intrinsic ferromagnetism at room
temperature [14,15]. A number of transition metal oxides are also applicable to achieve
few or single layer thickness [16]. Furthermore, single-layer sheets of group IV and V
elements have posed potential electronic applications considering their 3D parent
materials [17,18,19]. Another distinct member is hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). It
has been also given the nickname of white graphene due to its structural and electronic
similarity to graphene/graphite in both 2D and 3D forms [20].
Transition metal dichalcogenides are generally marked as MX2, where M is a
transition metal and X a chalcogen (S, Se, or Te). Take the MoS2 as an example. It is
comprised of stacked S-Mo-S sandwiches through van der Waals interactions. Adjacent
layers have a spacing of 6.5Å, typical for TMD species. Bulk MoS2 can be easily
exfoliated down to few-layer or monolayer form by using mechanical exfoliation [2,21]
or chemical intercalation [22,23] thanks to the weak interlayer van der Waals forces.
Each MoS2 single layer consists of three atomic layers: an inner layer of Mo between
two layers of S. The neighboring Mo and S atoms are covalently bonded. Such S-Mo-S
layer is tiled with hexagonal atomic units from a top view (Fig. 2.2a,b) [24]. Altering
the arrangements of the three layers lead to distinct MoS2 phases. Among them, the 2Hphase with trigonal prismatic symmetry is naturally available (molybdenite) and
thermodynamically stable [25]. It corresponds to A-B-A stacking, where S atoms in the
top and bottom layers are arranged in the same position (A) and situated on top of each
other. Such coordination is kept for each S-Mo-S stack.
The 2H-phase can transform to the 1T-phase after sliding upper S-atoms with a
distance of 1.82Å to occupy the hollow centers of the original 2H hexagons. The 1Tphase is arranged by A-B-C stacking (Fig. 2.2b,c). Such a change causes a
semiconductor-to-metal transition in the system. Similar principles are applicable to
most group VI TMDs except WTe2 [25]. This transition process is observed when bulk
2H-MoS2 precursor is chemically exfoliated into atomic thickness [26]. A recent study
has recorded such phenomena in situ by using an aberration-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscope (AC-STEM) [24]. In contrast to the 2H-phase, the
1T-phase is metastable and apt to transform back at either room temperature or at
certain annealing temperature [27,28].
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a

b
2H

1T

3.16Å

AB

S

ABC

Mo
S’
c

S plane gliding (2H to 1T)

Figure 2.2 Atomic structures of monolayer MoS2. (a) 2H-phase; (b) 1T-phase; (c) 2H to
1T phase transition due to the gliding of S plane. Figure adapted from ref. [24] with
permission.
The above discussion mainly corresponds to a single S-Mo-S layer. However,
when considering the vertical stacking of those layers, more structures can be created
(Fig. 2.3). Here we use polytype to denote the few-layer and multi-layer TMDs with
different stacking geometries. For example, there is only one layer in the repeating unit
of the 1T type with tetragonal symmetry and octahedral coordination. In the case of the
2H polytype, a two-layer unit is repeated with hexagonal symmetry and trigonal
prismatic coordination. The 3R type has the same polymorph as the 2H counterpart,
but with distinct interlayer stacking orientations and a triple-layer repeat unit. A large
number of such polymorphs and polytypes of TMDs have been verified or predicted
[29,30].
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Figure 2.3 Schematic illustrations of spatial stacking of 1T (a), 2H (b) and 3R (c)
polytypes by X-M-X (X: chalcogen atom) sandwiches. Figure adapted from ref. [31]
with permission.

2.2 Electronic structures of semiconductors

Energy

In addition to structural diversities, the ILCs also have unique electronic properties.
Based on band theory, electronic states in solids can split into a series of quasicontinuous energy states forming an energy band. Gaps and overlaps exist among
different energy bands. Semiconductors are characterized by a moderate energy gap
separating the empty electronic states (conduction band, EC) from the occupied
electronic states (valence band, EV). Such an energy gap (Eg) is also called bandgap. It
leads to an electrical conductive ability that lies between conductors and insulators (Fig.
2.4).

Conduction
band

EF

Eg
Valence
band
Metal

Semiconductor

Insulator

Figure 2.4 Band diagrams of metals, semiconductors, and insulators. The dashed line
represents the Fermi level (EF). EF is the chemical potential of electrons in a solid. It is
the top of the collection of electron energy levels at absolute zero temperature while the
50% occupancy level at other temperatures.
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2.2.1 Direct and indirect band structures
Silicon is by far the most widely used semiconductor with an energy gap of 1.12 eV at
room temperature. It has an indirect band structure since its valence band maximum
(VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) are located at different symmetry
points in the Brillouin zone. On the other hand, for a direct bandgap semiconductor
(e.g. GaAs), the VBM and CBM stay at the same symmetry point of the Brillouin zone.
Due to these differences, the two band structures differ in electron excitationrecombination properties (see Fig. 2.5). In the case of a direct bandgap semiconductor,
a photon with similar energy to the bandgap can be absorbed by the system directly,
while exciting a valence band electron to the conduction band. The reverse process is
also apt to happen. A photon is emitted when an electron in the conduction band falls
back and recombines with a hole in the valence band. On the other hand, for electron
excitation of indirect bandgap materials, simultaneous absorption of a photon and a
phonon (i.e. field quantum of lattice vibration) is required for excitation. It lowers the
efficiency of light absorption, and consequently the recombination process is deferred
greatly in comparison to the case of direct gap materials.

Conduction band

Conduction band
+/- Phonon
Direct
photoexcitation

- Photon

+ Photon

- Phonon

Eg
+ Photon

Eg

- Photon

Direct
recombination

E
Electrons
Holes
Valence band

Valence band

Direct

k

Indirect

Figure 2.5 Direct and indirect band structures and the related excitation-recombination
processes.
Due to the aforementioned characteristics of band structures, semiconductors
with a direct bandgap are featured in applications such as light emitting diodes (LEDs)
and laser diodes. Applications of indirect bandgap materials are limited by the
temperature dependency in the excitation process. Silicon, however, is an exception
and establishes the current realm of field-effect transistors (FET) thanks to its moderate
7
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bandgap, native oxide layer, and abundance on earth. Also, a large recombination
lifetime between electrons and holes makes Si the most popular materials for
photovoltaic devices despite its relatively poor light absorption ability.
2.2.2 Electronic band structures
The direct and indirect band structures may be the intrinsic electronic features of
the same materials species but with different dimensions. This happens exactly in
inorganic layered crystals. As an example, bulk MoS2 has an indirect bandgap of 1.3 eV.
The VBM is located at Γ point (the center of the Brillouin zone) while the CBM at a
low-symmetry point (Fig. 2.6a). In the case of monolayer MoS2, on the other hand, both
the VBM and CBM are positioned at the same K-point (the middle of an edge joining
two rectangular faces), leading to the direct bandgap of ~1.9 eV (Fig. 2.6b).
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Figure 2.6 Layer-dependent band structures of MoS2. (a) Bulk. (b) Monolayer. (c)
Brillouin zone of monolayer 2H-MoS2. Brillouin zone is the Fourier transform of the
minimum unit cell. (d) Layer number dependent bandgap. The electronic band
structures are obtained from density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The red and
blue circles indicate the VBM and CBM, respectively. Panels (a) and (b) are from [32]
with permission and (d) is summarized from [5].
These band variations originate from the quantum confinement effect. Both the
states of the valence and conduction bands at K-point are contributed mainly by
localized Mo d orbitals, which are insensitive to interlayer coupling. Differently, states
at Γ point contain considerable contribution from p orbitals of S atoms that are
sensitive to the coupling. A detailed investigation shows that the bandgaps of thin MoS2
depend on the layer numbers (Fig. 2.6d). The bandgap is stretched when more layers
are peeled off. It thus offers possibility to meet specific applications. For example, a
monolayer of MoS2 exhibits electron mobility and optoelectronic performance that is
comparable to graphene, while the multilayer form with indirect bandgap renders
longer charge-hole recombination lifetime. Similar band gap trend also exists when
altering chemical species in monolayer MX2 (M=Mo, W; X=S, Se, Te) materials.
Bandgaps of both MoX2 and WX2 series decrease when changing the chalcogen atoms
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in the sequence of S, Se and Te. On the other hand, for MSe2 and MS2, substituting W
by Mo reduces the energy gaps [33].
1.9
WS2
1.8

Band Gap (eV)

1.7
1.6 MoS2

WSe2

1.5
1.4

MoSe2

1.3
1.2
MoTe2

1.1
1.0

WTe2

Figure 2.7 Bandgaps of typical monolayer TMDs computed by DFT method. The gap
values are summarized from ref. [33].

2.3 Tunability of molybdenum disulfide
Two-dimensional ILC materials can be prepared through various methods, including
mechanical or chemical cleavage, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and wet-chemical
synthesis [ 34 ]. Typical ways to modify ILC materials are introducing foreign
atoms/molecules, creating surface defects, or fabricating heterogeneous composites. In
the following, these strategies are briefly introduced.
2.3.1 Transition metal doping
The doping technique stems from the conventional semiconductor industry. It refers
to the introduction of small amount of impurities to a semiconductor matrix which
changes the original crystal and electronic structures. For example, bringing group V
or III dopant atoms into Si/Ge results in n-type or p-type semiconductors, respectively.
Doping strategy may include the substitution of matrix atoms by dopants and also the
physical adsorption and chemical bonding of foreign atoms/clusters/molecules onto or
into the ILC hosts.
Doping shifts the position of the Fermi energy and may create additional energy
levels for either electrons or holes into the gap between VBM and CBM. Consequently,
the carrier density can be modulated. For example, introducing rhenium dopants into
monolayer MoS2 results in Mo substitutions and Re adsorption. The Re dopants then
locally increase the chemical affinity to impurity atoms. With the same doping method,
the Au dopants are adsorbed on ILC surfaces. They induce mid-gap states and
consequently give rise to p-type doping [35]. The Au nanoparticles (NPs) can also be
introduced by wet-method [ 36 ]. They are selectively adsorbed on MoS2 edges or
9
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surface-defective sites. A p-type electrical behavior is also observed accompanied by
enhanced current on/off ratio but quenched mobility compared to the pristine MoS2
devices. It has also been observed that chemically doped Au NPs can raise the light
absorption in the range of 530 ~ 670 nm while suppressing the surface plasmon
resonance when the Au NPs are smaller than 10 nm [ 37 ]. It increases electrical
conductivity, lowers thermal barriers for carrier transport [ 38 ], and activates MoS2
surface reactivity [39]. Since the Au NPs have high impacts on the chemical, optical,
and electronic properties of the MoS2 matrix, a systematic study was performed in
Paper I, focusing on the controls of morphological, chemical, and luminescent
properties.
Besides gold, other noble metal dopants are also extensively employed as dopants
or adatoms for monolayer and multilayer MoS2. The nanocrystallized Ag and Pt
introduced via wet chemical synthesis improve either the photocatalytic or
electrocatalytic abilities for water splitting [40,41]. Such increase of reactivity can also
be achieved by sputtering deposition of Ni NPs [42]. The possibilities of doping with
diverse TMs, e.g., Co, Fe, Mn, are verified by both experimental and theoretical work
[43,44,45]. Those transition metal dopants are also likely to bring magnetic features to
diamagnetic MoS2 matrix. In Papers II and IV, incorporation of Ni NPs as well as noble
metals were experimentally realized through simple synthesis routes. This will be
introduced in Section 4.1. The corresponding electronic and catalytic performances
were discussed in these two papers.
2.3.2 Defect manipulations
Pristine MoS2 contains vacancies mainly at edge sites. The vacancies can induce
localized defect states near the Fermi level leading to sharp transitions in both the inplane and out-plane optical susceptibilities [46]. Inducing more S vacancies by argon
plasma or hydrogen plasma can activate the inert basal surface for catalytic activity,
especially the hydrogen evolution reactions [47,48]. More species of defects, e.g., S2
substituted by Mo, form the tilted grain boundaries containing 4−8 rings or S bridges.
They are also predicted to be responsible for surface reactivity [ 49 ]. The defects at
surface or even subsurface can be employed for epitaxial growth to join different ILC
materials. Such growth process can produce hybrids without dangling bond
interferences [50].
2.3.3 Heterogeneous layers
Incorporating other layered counterparts (e.g., graphene, CdS, TiO2, WS2) to MoS2
leads to various electronic and catalytic behaviors. For example, the relative
orientations for a graphene-MoS2 bilayer heterogeneous junction give variable
interplanar S-S distances and strongly affect the bandgap of MoS2 [51]. Combination
of foreign ILC semiconducting layers typically modifies the separation and
recombination of electron-hole pairs. This can be seen through the enhanced charge
transport abilities in the covalently-bonded MoS2-CdS and MoS2-TiO2 heterostructures
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[50, 52]. Being a popular strategy to facilitate the photocatalytic and electrocatalytic
reactions, van der Waals heterojunctions are also designed for such a purpose [53].
However, poor contact qualities between hetero counterparts limit the
applications of these heterostructures. To overcome the bottleneck, suitable buffer
layers are therefore required. Introducing a thin BN layer helps to preserve the original
structural and optoelectronic performances of MoS2 single layer for a MoS2-SiC
heterostructure [ 54 , 55 ]. Noble metals are chemically compatible to many
semiconducting materials. The Au nanoparticles provide pathways of charge transport
between a BiVO4-SrTiO3 junction [56]. It may perform similar roles in a MoS2-based
composite. Buffer layer insertion is more prevalent for MoS2-metal contacts by offering
effective charge transfer at the interface [54]. This idea is a key point of the synthesis
work in Papers II and IV where noble metals (Au, Ag) were adopted as the buffers.
In contrast to conventional heterostructures, the inherent 1T/2H junction is
heterogeneous in atomic and electronic structures but homogeneous in chemical
species [57,58]. There is no lattice mismatch in such junction, making good quality
electrical contact at the interface. Such junctions are achievable through phase
engineering or sequent CVD, but it still requires more efforts for simple and reliable
experimental realizations.
2.3.4 From nonmagnetic to magnetic
Pristine MoS2 and most other ILCs are intrinsically nonmagnetic. Besides the structural
and electronic adjustments, many of the aforementioned tailoring methods are also
possible to introduce magnetism to MoS2. Incorporating the semiconducting features
of ILCs may create dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs), which are considered as
key components of the quantum computers [ 59 ]. Among them, doping transition
metals to MoS2 has been a preferred route. The concept stems from the ferro- or
ferrimagnetism residing on the TM impurities. For example, 3d and 4d transition metal
dopants are predicted to induce tunable magnetic moments to MoS2 [44, 60 ].
Constructing zigzag edges is also possible to form magnetic MoS2 nanoribbons [61].
Creating S vacancies accompanied by phase or strain manipulations can also induce
magnetic moments without deteriorating the stability of MoS2 [ 62 , 63 ]. Bringing
magnetism into ILCs is a systematic work, yet, out of the main theme of the thesis.
However, the latest progresses offered by first-principles predictions are presented in
Paper V.
Despite the progress in theoretical predictions, experimentally introducing
magnetism to ILCs are still demanding tasks. Doping via particle bombardments suffers
from severe heat loads into the target, and the incoming dopants are apt to agglomerate
on MoS2 slabs before reaching the inside layers [ 64 ]. In the case of wet chemical
methods, reactions are more likely to happen on the MoS2 edges rather than the surfaces
since defect sites are mostly at edge sites. In Paper II, magnetism has been realized in
MoS2-Au-Ni composite via wet synthesis, but the introduced magnetic moments of Mo,
11
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S and Au are localized in the interface region. In Paper V, synthetic routes were
collected and reviewed for possible realizations of the ILC-based DMSs.
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This chapter first introduces the physical background of light-matter interaction. In the
following, several spectroscopy techniques involved in this thesis are introduced:
synchrotron radiation (SR) based X-ray photoemission electron spectroscopy
(XPEEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and UV-visible spectroscopy.

3.1 Light-matter interaction
3.1.1 Photon absorption and system relaxation
Light is composed of discrete particles known as photons. According to the waveparticle duality, a photon can be described by its energy ( E ) and momentum ( p )

E = hν =

λ=

hc

λ

h
,
p

(3.1)
(3.2)

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ν is the frequency,
and λ is the wavelength.
Once a photon interacts with matter, either absorption or scattering process can
happen. The absorption leads to annihilation of the photon. If the energy of the photon
matches the energy difference between two states of the system, the photon can be
absorbed, and the system is excited to an unoccupied state of higher energy (Fig. 3.1a,
path A1). For a system A

A + hν → A* ,

(3.3)

where A and A* represent the initial and excited states of the system. When a photon
interacts with a bounded electron, the interaction primarily follows the electric dipole
approximation and the process can be described by considering only the first term of
expansion of the photon-matter interaction operator [65].
A photoionization process can happen if the photon energy is larger than the
binding energy of an electron in the system
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A + hν → A+ + e − ,

(3.4)

where A+ represents the ionized state. The electron is excited to the vacuum state and
identified by its kinetic energy

Ek = hν − Eb ,

(3.5)

where Eb and Ek are the binding energy and kinetic energy of the ionized electron
(photoelectron).
a

b
Auger electron

Photoelectron
Ionization
threshold
Unoccupied
levels
A2

B2
Occupied
valence
levels
B1
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hv

B2

hv
Core level

Figure 3.1 Photon absorption and the system relaxation processes. (a) Photon
absorption. A1 and A2 show two possible results: photoexcitation and photoionization.
(b) Relaxation. B1 and B2 display two alternative relaxation routes: radioactive decay
and normal Auger decay. Resonant Auger processes are not depicted in the figure.
Photoionization is the result of the photoelectric effect, and its probability
depends on the photoionization cross section. The cross section varies for electrons of
different elements, different electronic orbitals, and as a function of incident photon
energy. It describes the number of photoelectrons per unit area and unit time produced
by absorption of photons

σ pe =

Ne / t
N
= e ⋅S ,
N ph / (t ⋅ S ) N ph

(3.6)

where σ pe is photoionization cross section, Ne and Nph are the numbers of
photoelectrons and incident photons, t is time, and S is the photon flux area. The
photoemission transition can be described using Fermi’s Golden Rule in the dipole
approximation. The transition probability per unit time is

Pif =

2
2π
< f V i > ρf ,
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where Pif is the transition probability, < f V i > is the matrix element between the
final and initial states, V is the dipole operator, and ρ f is the density of final states. The
photoionization cross section can be then expressed as

σx =

Pif
Pph

=

2
4π 2  2 e 2 1
< f V i > ρf .
2
m c ω

(3.8)

If a system in A* or A+ states is unstable, subsequent relaxation processes occur
(Fig. 3.1b). Regardless of vibrational and collisional relaxation, either a radiative or
non-radiative transition can happen. The former involves a decay process of an electron
dropping down from an excited orbital accompanied by a photon emission. Such
radiative decay after photon absorption is sometimes called photoluminescence. It is
classified into two types: the fluorescence where the total spin quantum number is
unchanged and the phosphorescence where there is a change in the spin, resulting in a
much longer lifetime of the excited state (10-3 ~ 102 s) [66].
The non-radiative case is usually called Auger decay [65]. Normal Auger processes
can be schematically understood so that an electron at a higher energy orbital fills the
core-hole and simultaneously another electron from an outer orbital is ejected into the
continuum, known as an Auger electron.
3.1.2 Scattering
Light-matter scattering is classified into elastic (coherent) and inelastic (incoherent)
scattering. Rayleigh scattering is the predominant type of elastic scattering where
photons are scattered by particles that are much smaller than the photon wavelength.
In such scattering, incident photons do not lose energy and atoms/molecules are not
excited or ionized. The latter case is known as Compton scattering, where the photon
is deflected by the electron and transfers part of its energy to the electron.
The atomic scattering factor (also named as atomic form factor) is used as a
parameter of scattering amplitude of light by individual atoms. It is applicable when
photon energies range from ultraviolet to hard X-rays. It is expressed as

f 0 = f1 + if 2 ,

(3.9)

where f1 and f 2 are components related to scattering and absorption. The scattering
factor can be used to describe the refractive index with regards to the influence of
scattering and absorption

n = 1 − δ + iβ = 1 −

na r0 λ2
⋅ ( f1 − if 2 ) ,
2π

(3.10)

where δ and β are refractive index decrement and the absorption index respectively,

na is number of atoms, and r0 is the classical electron radius.
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The radiation emitted during Rayleigh scattering has negligible interference by
itself. However, when scattered by a periodic lattice, the interference of scattered light
waves becomes important if the wavelength of incident light is comparable to the lattice
distances. The phenomenon can be understood using Bragg’s description. If the
reflection angle of the scattered light is the same as the incidence, the scattered light
follows the superposition principle. A constructive interference would happen if the
light path difference equals to integer number of the wavelength. The Bragg’s Law thus
reads

2d sin θ = nλ ,

(3.11)

where d , θ , and n are lattice spacing, incident angle (between incident light and
lattice surface), and an integer. The Bragg condition is the basis of X-ray diffraction
(XRD) applications.
3.1.3 Beer-Lambert Law
Due to the attenuation by absorption and scattering, light transmitting through a
substance will decrease in intensity. Such process follows the Beer-Lambert Law [67]

I = I 0 ⋅ e − μx = I 0 ⋅ e

−

μ
X
ρ

,

(3.12)

where I0 and I are the intensity of incident beam before and after passing through
the materials, x is the length of light path, μ and ρ are the linear attenuation
coefficient (cm-1) and density of the substance (g/cm-3), respectively, μ / ρ is the mass
attenuation coefficient (cm-2/g), and X = x ⋅ ρ is the mass thickness. This equation
reveals an exponential drop of the transmitted intensity along the thickness of materials.
The mass attenuation coefficient depends on the total cross section per atom ( σ tot ) [68]

μ / ρ = σ tot / (u ⋅ AR )
σ tot = σ pe + σ coh + σ incoh + σ pair + σ trip ,
where u and AR are atomic mass unit and relative atomic mass, σ pe ,

(3.13)
(3.14)

σ coh , σ incoh ,

σ pair and σ trip are cross section components of photoionization, Rayleigh scattering,
Compton scattering, and electron-positron production of nucleus and of atomic
electrons, respectively.

3.2 X-ray photoemission electron microscopy
3.2.1 Synchrotron radiation
When the velocity of charged particles changes, electromagnetic waves are emitted.
Based on this principle, synchrotron radiation is emitted by charged particles that are
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at relativistic velocities in curved orbits. In a modern SR facility, electrons produced by
an electron gun are first accelerated through a linear accelerator and possibly a booster
ring. After that, the electrons are injected into a polygonal storage ring. Bending
magnets and insertion devices can be positioned at the bending and straight sections,
respectively. Beamlines are tangentially guided out of the storage ring after insertion
devices. Equipped with apertures, slits, mirrors, and monochromators, the beamlines
focus and monochromatize the photon beam, tune the photon energy or the intensity
of photon flux, etc.
Synchrotron radiation is advantageous in brilliance, tunability, collimation, and
well-defined polarization in comparison to laboratory based X-ray sources such as Xray tubes [69]. Such a high brilliance leads to much better precision in, for example,
diffraction measurements. It can also unveil information from larger depth of the
samples. The tunable energy also facilitates photon energy-dependent experiments.
3.2.2 X-ray photoemission electron microscopy
Each electron shell has a characteristic binding energy. Incident X-ray photons
matching those energies (or above) will be dramatically absorbed, with core-level
electrons ionized. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) records the photon intensity
variation as a function of energy. Alternatively, the technique of X-ray photoemission
electron microscopy (XPEEM) detects the emitted electrons. XPEEM technique aims
to incorporate the merits of spectroscopy and microscopy (Fig. 3.2). By tuning the
incident photon energy and focusing emitted electrons, it records the near edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) and the microscopic view simultaneously.
During XPEEM measurements, incident X-ray photons are tuned within an
energy range. Strong electric field is applied between the objective lens and the sample.
Thus, the electrons emitted by X-ray irradiation are accelerated. The electrons go
through a series of lenses and finally reach a fluorescent screen with the image
magnified. Due to the high voltage applied, the sample surface should be flat enough to
avoid discharging. In practice, samples in powder form are typically deposited onto
single crystalline Ge or Si substrates, where Ge is more favorable due to better electrical
conductivity. Sample degassing and high vacuum are also required to carry out the
measurement.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic sketch of an XPEEM setup. The magenta lines show the electron
paths.
XPEEM is a surface-sensitive technique. The incident SR beam and especially the
ionized electrons are attenuated by the sample. Their intensity drops rapidly along the
paths according to Beer-Lambert Law and the universal curve. By using a hard X-ray
source, the detection depth can reach 50 nm, 10 times more than the case of soft X-ray
application [70].
The experimental work in Papers II and III was performed at the PEEM endstation
of Beamline I311 at MAX IV laboratory (now the MAXPEEM beamline in the new
facility). The beamline combines spectroscopic photoelectron and low energy electron
microscope in a single instrument. The photon energy can be tuned from 30 eV to 1200
eV.
XPEEM enables micro-regional spectroscopic analysis. In Fig. 3.3, by selecting
micro- or nano-regions from different Ni nanoparticles, the obtained spectral results
provide core-shell information of the particles. For example, an additional shoulder is
found in the upper spectrum, which is attributed to surface oxidation. Further analysis
is also possible from the morphological aspect between the two micro-regions.
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Figure 3.3 XPEEM Ni 2p spectra of (MoS2)86.7Ni8Au5.3 sample. The spectra are obtained
from two different micro-regions as shown in the insets.

3.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS technique employs monochromatized X-rays to get electrons out of the studied
sample. The detector counts the emitted photoelectrons (or also Auger electrons). XPS
measurements record the relationships between the electron counts per unit time and
their kinetic energies. Basically it can, for example, identify elements and their chemical
environments of a studied sample surface.
For solid materials, the binding energy of an electron is defined as the energy
required to excite it from its original orbital to the Fermi level. In order to be captured
by an electron analyzer, some additional energy is necessary to promote the electron
further from the Fermi level to the vacuum level. The energy is equal to the work
function of the material. Therefore, Eq. 3.5 is modified as follows:

Ek = hν − Eb − Φ ,

(3.15)

where Φ is the work function of the sample to be measured. During XPS
measurements, solid samples are electrically contacted to the sample holder. The Fermi
level alignment after thermodynamic equilibrium ensures the following relation (Fig.
3.4):

Ek + Φ = Ek' + Φspec ,
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'

where Φspec is the work function of the XPS device and Ek the measured kinetic
energy in practice. In most cases, the work function of the sample is unknown but Φspec
is given. Thus, this serves an alternative way of measuring binding energies

Eb = hν − Ek' − Φspec .

(3.17)
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E0
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L
K
Sample

XPS sample holder

Figure 3.4 Energy band alignment in XPS measurements. The band bending is
neglected in this figure for a generalized contact.
XPS is also highly surface sensitive. The outgoing electrons are decelerated by the
sample where they come from. An effective detection depth of XPS device is typically
defined as 3λ (E ) , where λ (E ) is inelastic mean free path of electrons. Such a depth is
usually 1 ~ 10 nm for metals and inorganic compounds.

The elemental species can be identified by the binding energies of their core level
electrons. Also, the binding energies are influenced by their chemical environment, e.g.,
the number, distance, and species of the neighboring atoms [71]. All these factors will
alter the peak positions in the XPS spectra known as the chemical shift. Therefore, an
elemental component with complex valences and chemical environment will present
several peaks with certain chemical shifts. The measured spectrum is thus an incoherent
sum of those peak components. In practice, different binding energies can be figured
out for a certain element, ions with higher valences, or the same valence but bonded to
neighbors with higher electronegativity.
An XPS spectrum peak is featured with its full width at half maximum (FWHM)
besides the energy position and intensity. It represents the broadening of a peak, which
is affected by both the intrinsic elemental species and instrumental resolutions. The
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peak shape can be usually described by the convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian
distributions, known as the Voigt profile [72]. A fitting operation based on the Voigt
profile can separate and identify the peak components that present specific valences
and chemical environments. In the same spectrum, the relative quantities of each
chemical species can be calculated from the ratio of the peak contents (the product of
peak area and sensitivity factor).

3.4 UV-visible spectroscopy
UV-visible spectroscopy measures the absorption, reflectance and transmittance in the
wavelength range from near-ultraviolet to near-infrared. For a liquid sample, the
transmittance (T) is measured with a setup shown in Fig. 3.5. It is calculated based on
Beer-Lambert Law

I I 0⋅e −τ
T= =
= e −τ ,
I0
I0

(3.18)

where I0 and I are the light intensity before and after passing through the liquid
sample and τ is the optical depth. The absorbance (A) can be derived from either the
transmittance or optical depth

τ
1
.
A = log10   =
 T  ln 10

(3.19)

Similar principles are also applicable to solid film samples. The absorption coefficient
(α) is used to evaluate the absorption of light at certain wavelength. It can also be
calculated by Eq. 3.20 or by Eq. 3.21 specifically for liquid samples:
2
1  (1 − R )  A ⋅ ln10
=
t  T 
t

α = ln 

α=

A
,
t ⋅c

(3.20)

(3.21)

where R and c are the reflectance and molar concentration, respectively and t is sample
thickness in Eq. 3.20 or length of cuvettes in Eq. 3.21.
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Figure 3.5 Absorption spectroscopy setups for liquid samples. In setup (a), light
intensity before and after passing through the liquid sample is compared. If there are
two channels (b), the intensity of light transmitting the reference cell (empty or filled
with solvent) and the one passing through the sample cell are recorded.
Once we get the absorption coefficient, the optical bandgap can be extrapolated
by a Tauc plot [73,74]. It has the relation

(αhν )1/ m ∝ (hν − Eg ) ,

(3.22)

where Eg and m are the optical bandgap and an exponent related to the optical
transition types (m = 2 for indirect semiconductors while m = 1/2 for direct ones).
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4.1 Synthetic methods
The synthetic work of transition metal decorated MoS2 in Papers I ~ IV was performed
with wet-chemical methods. Besides various synthetic methods introduced in Paper V,
the thesis work is also progressed with special emphasis on the assistance by ultrasound.
An inert ambience is required in the case of wet chemical synthesis. HAuCl4 is a
common precursor to obtain Au metal or compounds. It has strong oxidative ability so
that it can easily react with reductants. In the HAuCl4/MoS2 aqueous system (Paper I),
the synthetic reactions were performed under Ar or N2 ambience to eliminate the
oxidization by O2 in air. A high-speed magnetic stirring was employed to disperse the
reactants evenly and promote the reactions. The synthesis can proceed at room
temperature while increased temperature would lead to higher yield of Au NPs with
smaller size.
Situations become more intricate when both Ni NPs and Au or Ag reagents are
put together with MoS2 aqueous suspension. Compared to Paper I, Paper II involves Ni
NPs introduced to the HAuCl4/MoS2 system. Chemical reactions happen among the 3
reagents. Inert ambience is, however, still necessary to overcome the competitive
oxidation by O2. Both stirring and moderate temperature are required to increase the
possibilities of ternary collision among Ni, Au3+ and MoS2. In this case, a sonochemical
environment was adopted to evenly mix the aqueous suspension and provide energy
for the synthesis [75,76]. The synthesis was performed in an ultrasonic cleaner at 50 °C
for 30 min. The sizes of obtained Au NPs are approximately in accordance with the
ratio/size relationship reported in Paper I.
In contrast, AgNO3 solution was employed as the oxidative reagent instead of
HAuCl4 for synthetic reactions in Paper IV. The Ag+ ion is less electronegative than the
Au3+ ion. Thus, it is expected to facilitate a mild and long-term reaction to activate the
MoS2 inert surface. In this case, the synthesis was performed under air ambience.
Ultrasound source was also provided with prolonged reaction time.
By changing the proportions of HAuCl4 and MoS2, Au3+ are reduced and
crystallized into different sizes. Such proportion effects can also make different
photocatalytic abilities. This will be discussed in the following section.
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4.2 Noble metal nanoparticles
Noble metals are stable species in composites. The size of noble metal NPs significantly
affects the catalytic properties of the hosting ILCs [77]. The noble metal species and
morphologies are also important when the NPs bridge ILCs and other metallic
components. As a buffer layer, noble metal agglomerations (Au in Paper II and III, Ag
in Paper IV) should have suitable sizes and distributions to form a channel for effective
charge migration.
4.2.1 Size determination
The nanoparticle size can be analyzed through microscopy techniques, either scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). SEM
technique is suitable for sample pretreatments, e.g., mechanical exfoliations to remove
extra materials and get thinner layers. TEM is necessary in order to reach higher
magnifications. Figure 4.1 shows Au NPs in different sizes decorated on MoS2 flakes.

Figure 4.1 TEM images of Au NPs on MoS2 multilayers with different molar ratios. (a)
MoS2: HAuCl4 = 1:1. (b) MoS2: HAuCl4 = 15:1. Figures from Paper I.
Each Au NP may comprise a number of nanocrystals. It can be seen by the contrast
information in Fig. 4.1b. However, quantitative analysis is possible with XRD
determination. The mean crystal size along certain crystal orientation can be estimated
by the Scherrer equation [78]

D=

Kλ
,
β cos θ

(4.1)

where K is the crystallite-shape factor (0.9 is normally used), λ is the wavelength of X-

rays, β is the XRD peak width (FWHM), and θ is the Bragg angle. The Scherrer
equation is applicable when crystal sizes are below 100 nm.
4.2.2 Size engineering
Au nanoparticle sizes can be tuned via altering reactant proportions [79] and reaction
conditions. Figure 4.2a further proves such experimental routes. More HAuCl4
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involved in the synthesis significantly raises the Au particle sizes. This figure also
presents the discrepancies between crystal sizes and nanoparticle sizes. With high Au3+
content, each Au nanoparticle may comprise 5 ~ 20 single crystals. It is obvious that
the mean crystal size is nearly unchanged. In Paper II, the mean crystal size of Au NPs
in ternary (MoS2)92.9Au2.9Ni4.2 composite (molar ratio MoS2: Au ≈ 40:1) is around 20 nm.
It suggests that the mean crystal size is independent on proportions while the particle
size is tunable. In fact, the differences between nanoparticle size and mean crystal size
bears the trace of nanoparticle formation kinetics. Au atoms are reduced from Au3+ and
then form primary crystalline units (< 20 nm). Neighboring crystalline units
agglomerate to form large spherical nanoparticles up to submicron scale.
b
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Figure 4.2 Proportion effect on Au sizes and optical properties. (a) Mean crystal sizes
and nanoparticle sizes of Au agglomerations in MoS2-Au composites. (b)
Photoluminescence intensity as the function of MoS2: HAuCl4 molar ratios. Figures
from Paper I.
The relative contents of MoS2 and HAuCl4 also affect the photoluminescence (PL)
property of the Au decorated MoS2 (Fig. 4.2b). The plasmonic effect of Au
nanoparticles enhances the PL efficiency of MoS2. The PL intensity reaches the
maximum when the two reactants have equal contents. Too high HAuCl4 content leads
to larger Au agglomeration and MoS2 deterioration that inhibit the PL performance.
In the cases of ternary composites, size tunability of noble metals is also possible
when the NPs act as buffer layers. For example, Au NP sizes can vary from 5 nm to
more than 50 nm (Paper II). However, particular study is not included in Paper II or
IV. Such study may be helpful to optimize the photocatalytic property in future work.
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In practical electronic applications, semiconducting ILC components must be
incorporated into a circuit via contacts with metallic electrodes. The contact between a
metal electrode and ILC differs greatly from a contact between two metals, especially in
the nanoscale. Typically, a metal-semiconductor (M/S) contact exhibits a non-linear
current-voltage (I-V) relationship and a high electrical resistance, which is ascribed to
a discontinuity on the electronic band structure of the interface [ 80 ]. Such a
characteristic undermines the performance of semiconductor devices. It is thus the top
priority to reduce the contact resistance and construct reliable metallic interface
between a semiconductor and adjacent metal electrodes [81,82,83].

5.1 Band alignment at metal-semiconductor interface
5.1.1 Work function
At absolute zero, electrons of a metal fill the states under the Fermi level ( EF ), leaving
all the states above the Fermi level empty. While at a certain temperature, electrons near

EF are promoted over EF by thermal excitation. The work function ( Φ ) is the
minimum energy required to completely extract an electron from a solid surface into
vacuum. It can be quantified as the energy difference of an electron between the Fermi
energy and the vacuum state energy ( E0 ) nearest to the surface:

Φ = eφ − EF = E0 − EF ,

(5.1)

where e is the electron charge and φ is the electrostatic potential of the electron in the
vacuum but near the solid surface.
The work function is a property specific to each solid surface. The surface of
certain materials has nearly constant work function when the surface is under the same
ambient conditions, e.g., surface cleanness, annealing treatment [84], etc. Figure 5.1
shows work functions of most solid metals. It demonstrates that metal work functions
range mainly from 2 to 6 eV and vary periodically along with atomic numbers [85].
Though possessing relatively high work functions, Ni, Ag, and Au are still frequently
used in electronics due to their high stability and excellent electrical conductivity. They
are employed to modify MoS2 crystals in Papers I ~ IV.
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Figure 5.1 The dependence of work functions on atomic numbers. The dashed lines
separate elements of different periods. Ni, Ag, and Au are marked in particular. Work
function data in this figure are organized from ref. [86], where all values are measured
from polycrystalline specimens. Note that the single crystalline planes may have slightly
different work functions from the values shown in the figure [87].
Similarly, an energy difference between E0 and EF of a semiconductor is
required to excite an electron from VBM to a vacuum state (Fig. 5.2). Since the Fermi
level of a semiconductor depends on the doping levels, the work function is also
correspondingly variable.
Energy
E0
χ

Conduction band
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Valence band

Figure 5.2 Band diagram of an n-doped semiconductor. χ is the electron affinity and

En represents the energy difference between CBM and EF .
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5.1.2 Contact formation and the Schottky barrier
When two species of solid materials are joined, electrons of the one with lower work
function are apt to move to the other with higher work function. Such phenomena exist
in both metal-metal and M/S contact interfaces. Figure 5.3a shows a metal with higher
work function ( Φm ) than a semiconductor ( Φs ). Before contact, the metal and
semiconductor have equivalent vacuum level but different Fermi energy. Once they are
electrically connected, electrons from the semiconductor tend to flow towards the metal
part. Such a process leads to negatively charged metal surface and positively charged
semiconductor surface. As a result, the Fermi levels of the metal and semiconductor
will reach thermal equilibrium leaving the metal with reduced potential energy and a
converse situation for the semiconductor [80] (Fig. 5.3b). The difference of contact
potential ( Δ φ ) is

Δφ = φms = φm − φs =
where

Φs − Φm
,
q

(5.2)

φm , φs , and φms are the potentials of metal, semiconductor and the potential

difference at the M/S interface, respectively, Φm and Φs are the metal and
semiconductor work functions, and q is the carrier charge.
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Figure 5.3 Formation of a chemically bonded M/S contact (n-doped semiconductor,

Φm > Φs ). The symbol D refers to the distance between the metal and semiconductor.
When the metal and semiconductor are intimately contacted, more electrons are
transferred to the metal side of the interface and leave more positive charges at the
semiconductor side. These positive charges are confined in a space-charge region (also
known as the depletion depth, Wd ) [ 88 ]. Consequently, a space-charge region is
formed, making the conduction and valence bands bended towards higher energy (Fig.
5.3c). In this case, the contact potential difference is defined by both the M/S interface
and the depletion layer

Δφ =

Φs − Φm
= φms + φd ,
q
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where φ d represents the potential difference across the depletion depth. The depletion
depth without external bias can also be estimated as
1/ 2

 2ε 
k T 
Wd =  s  φd − B 
e 
 eN D 

,

(5.4)

where ε s , N D , φ d , kB , and T are the static dielectric constant of the semiconductor,
doping density, Boltzmann constant, the built-in potential difference of the M/S
contact and the temperature, respectively. φms is quite limited due to the small distance
between metal and semiconductor parts. Therefore, the contact potential difference is
predominantly contributed by
contact potential difference

φd . If the distance is negligible, φd equals to the total
Δφ =

Φs − Φm
= φd .
q

(5.5)

The barrier heights exist at both sides of the interface (Fig. 5.3d). At the
semiconductor side, the barrier height is

qφd = Φm − Φs

(5.6)

and the barrier height at the metal side is calculated by the equation

ΦB = qφB = Φm − χ ,

(5.7)

where ΦB is known as the Schottky barrier that represents the energy required for an
electron to move from the metal part to the semiconductor [80]. The above analysis
primarily follows the Schottky-Mott model, which assumes that there is no interaction
between the metal and semiconductor. Thus, the energy barrier height is only
determined by the work function of the metal and the electron affinity of the
semiconductor [89].
In the case of ILC semiconductors with limited thickness, such chemically bonded
contact is usually achievable at the edge sites [37]. A metallized region can be formed
in the contact interface. On the other hand, if a contact forms on the ILC’s basal plane,
chemical bonding is unfavorable due to the lack of dangling bonds. In this case, the M/S
contact is likely to be formed by van der Waals forces. There will be an additional tunnel
barrier and flat-band region in the contact interface besides the Schottky barrier (Fig.
5.4) [90]. This typically happens when metal electrodes are lithographically deposited
onto the ILC surface. Such a van der Waals gap increases both the height and width of
the total energy barrier resulting in higher contact resistance.
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Figure 5.4 Band alignment of a physically contacted M/S interface (n-doped
semiconductor, Φm > Φs ). ΦB and ΦT are the Schottky barrier and tunnel barrier,
respectively.
By choosing metals with different work functions, three types of M/S contacts can
be formed as depicted in Fig. 5.5. When Φm < Φs , electrons from the metal part can
migrate freely to the semiconductor and accumulate in the conduction band confined
within the interface region. Therefore, a negatively charged space-charge region is
formed. The electrons thus encounter the minimum barrier when flowing in both
directions. It is the preferred situation to form an Ohmic contact based on the simple
Schottky-Mott model.
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Figure 5.5 Three types of M/S contacts with n-doped semiconductors (Schottky-Mott
model). (a) Φm > Φs ; (b) Φm < Φs ; (c) Φm = Φs . Tunnel barriers are neglected in all
the three cases.

5.2 Ohmic contact and charge injection
Although the Schottky-Mott model provides a simple method to form an Ohmic
contact by choosing a metal with smaller work function than the semiconductor,
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experimental observations normally deviate from such an expectation. The measured
Schottky barrier heights for a semiconductor with different metal electrodes are
relatively independent on the metal work functions [ 91 ]. Experimental results
demonstrate that the Schottky barrier height almost equals to two-thirds of the bandgap
for an n-type semiconductor and one-third of Eg for a p-type one.
Such phenomena are ascribed to the surface states of the semiconductors. Large
density of states at semiconductor surface can form a space-charge region without
contacting to a metal. It often pins the Fermi level of the semiconductor at certain
energy states in the band gap (gap states) [81]. Once an M/S contact is formed, charge
transfers across the contact will be accommodated in the gap states and thus the Fermi
level will keep stationary at the semiconductor interface.
The Fermi level pinning makes it impractical to get an accumulation type of M/S
contact. In other words, a depletion layer exists even when Φm < Φs . Manipulations of
the doping levels become the primary method to achieve an Ohmic contact. Although
the Schottky barrier height is relatively independent of the doping concentration, the
barrier width can be reduced by doping [92]. It is beneficial to narrow the depletion
width by using a heavily doped semiconductor. In this case, charge injection pathways
can be modulated (Fig. 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 Illustrations of charge injection mechanism for a depletion type of contact
(n-doped).
For an intrinsic or lightly-doped semiconductor, electrons flow over the Schottky
barrier by thermal excitation. Based on the thermionic emission theory, the current
density can be estimated as:

 qV 
 qφ  
 ,
J = A* ⋅ T α ⋅ exp − B  ⋅ 1 − exp −
 kBT 
 kBT  

(5.8)

where A* is the Richardson constant which is relevant to electrons’ effective mass, T
is temperature, α is a constant which equals to 2 and 2/3 for bulk and 2D
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semiconductors, respectively, q is the carrier charge,
potential, and V is the applied bias.

φB is the Schottky barrier

With medium doping concentrations, the barrier width is squeezed and thus both
the thermionic emission and field emission contribute to the charge transfer. Heavilydoped semiconductors own narrow barriers and electrons can probably tunnel through
the contact barrier directly. However, even in an absolute field-emission regime, the
energy barrier can hardly be removed. For example, the electrical resistivity of 1T/2HMoS2 contact is down to 0.2 Ω·mm (the lowest value ever reported for MoS2-based M/S
contact) [58], which is still much larger than for most metals.
In order to construct a low-resistance Ohmic contact, controlling the doping
concentration is a traditional way in semiconductor industry. It is usually carried out
by a CVD procedure for high vacuum and temperature. The procedure creates an
additional doped layer on the outer surface of the semiconductor. Straightforward
fabrication by wet chemical method has been also widely studied recently (Section 4.1).
Properly selected metallic counterparts and experimental parameters are favorable of
obtaining metallic structures at M/S contacts. This method is employed in Papers II
and IV, where ternary metallized interfaces are formed with greatly reduced contact
resistance.

5.3 Current-voltage relationships
According to the thermionic emission theory (Eq. 5.8), current density depends on the
Schottky barrier and the applied bias. A similar relation also exists in field-emission
dominated occasions [88]. The current-voltage (I-V) relationship is of crucial
importance to evaluate the electrical performance of semiconductor-based electronics.
Electrical resistance and resistivity can be derived from I-V curves. Typically, there are
two widely used techniques to perform the I-V measurements for microelectronics:
field-effect transistor (FET) based and conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM)
based measurements.
5.3.1 Field effect transistors
There are two main types of FET devices: the junction field-effect transistor (JFET) and
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). The MoS2-based FET
devices are commonly constructed in the latter type, comprising MoS2 monolayer or
multilayers and the source, drain and gate metallic terminals. Typical monolayer MoS2
based FET devices are illustrated in Fig. 5.7 [13, 93].
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Figure 5.7 Schematic diagrams of 2D MoS2-based FET devices. (a) Top-gated FET with
a HfO2 dielectric layer and Au terminals. (b) Back-gated FET with Sc as the metallic
terminals.
The terminal metals have smaller work functions than the MoS2 in both cases. In
Fig. 5.7a, three terminals are fabricated by electron-beam lithography and vapor
deposition. Such FET device reveals high mobility and on/off current ratio. However,
the contact mode between MoS2 and Au terminals still remains elusive [93, 94 ],
although edge contacts are specially designed and an annealing process has been done
to lower the contact resistance. Generally speaking, it is not easy to get a chemicallybonded M/S contact via a vapor deposition process, and pure edge contacts are difficult
to realize on the atomically thin slabs. According to the reported fabrication methods
and microscopy images, the Au/MoS2 [13] and Sc/MoS2 [93] contacts are actually
combinations of both edge and surface contacts. Apart from these issues, FET devices
provide possibilities to study the I-V relationship.
With an FET device, the relationship of current (Ids) against drain-source voltage
(Vds) can be obtained, and the electrical resistance can be calculated [95,96]. Meanwhile,
the Schottky barrier height can be also estimated by extrapolating the En-Vgs curve to
zero bias [81, 97 ]. However, deposited metal electrodes usually have widths at
micrometer scale [98]. Constructing an FET structure is thus inconvenient in this thesis
work due to even smaller sizes of both MoS2 and Ni than the electrode width. For
example, Ni particles in the synthesized Ni-Ag/Au-MoS2 composites (Papers II ~ IV)
have an average diameter of 200 nm and noble metal particles smaller than 50 nm.
Conventionally deposited electrodes would cover the whole M/S contact region,
incapable of forming a clean connection to either the Ni nanoparticles or the MoS2
flakes.
5.3.2 Conductive atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy is a universal and convenient tool to study the surface
topography of metallic, semiconducting, and insulating materials. By using a tip with
conductive coating, AFM can also characterize electrical properties especially suitable
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for nano-scale samples [ 99 , 100 , 101 ]. The C-AFM technique incorporates high
topographic resolution in tapping mode and high I-V sensitivity in contact mode or
force mode. Typically, C-AFM can measure both the current map and the I-V curve
[102]. A constant voltage is applied during the current imaging, and the tip maps the
selected region with different current intensity. For the latter one, the tip is kept
stationary and locates on certain position of the sample surface (lateral precision
depends on the tip diameter), and the bias is varied by constant step [103]. The setup
used for Papers II and IV is shown in Fig. 5.8.

Ni
Ag

S

V

Mo

Figure 5.8 Schematic illustration of C-AFM measurements. This figure shows Ni NPs
are joined onto the surface of MoS2. In practice, appropriate Ni nanoparticles can be
also those on the slope of multilayer MoS2 flakes.
During the I-V measurement, a constant contact force is applied to the AFM tip
ensuring the reliability and the comparability of the results. From Fig. 5.7 and 5.8, it is
clear that neither FET nor C-AFM method can directly give the specific interfacial
resistance of an M/S contact. Instead, they determine the total resistance. For example,
FET-based measurements give a total resistance consisting of contact resistance and
channel resistance [104]. The C-AFM method (two-terminal method) measures a total
resistance including the contact resistance of Tip-Ni, Ni-Au/Ag-MoS2, MoS2-Au film
and also the intrinsic resistance of Ni, MoS2 and the AFM machine. Therefore,
measurement of a control sample is always necessary.
The thermionic theory is also applicable for C-AFM data processing. In this
regime, I-V curves with forward bias follow the relationship (modified from Eq. 5.8)
[94]

 qφ 
 q(Vtip − IRt )
I = A ⋅ A* ⋅ T 2 ⋅ exp − B  ⋅ exp−
,
nkBT 
 kBT 
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where A is the contact area ( A = πrtip2 ), A* is the Richardson constant (54.1 A·cm-2·K2

for bulk MoS2), T is temperature, q is the electron charge,

φB is the Schottky barrier

potential, V tip is the applied bias, Rt is the total resistance, and n is an ideality factor.
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Figure 5.9 C-AFM results. (a) I-V curves of MoS2-Au-Ni and MoS2-Ni contacts. (b)
Resistance drop compared between the two types of contacts. Figures adapted from
Paper II.
The I-V curves in Fig. 5.9a can be fitted following an exponential relationship. By
taking the derivatives of the fitting plots, the total resistance values against applied
voltage in both cases are achievable. Discrepancies between the two curves provide the
information of the resistance drop (Fig. 5.9b).
Considering the term IRt in Eq. 5.9 is negligible with a small bias, the equation
can be simplified, and then transformed as

(

)

ln(I ) = ln A ⋅ A* ⋅ T 2 −

qφB qVtip
−
.
kBT nkBT

(5.10)

The Schottky barrier can thus also be roughly estimated. In addition to the I-V
characteristics, investigation of the contact mechanism involves also the spectroscopy
techniques such as the XPEEM (Paper II).
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Besides the illumination, sunlight can be also utilized by means of, e.g., concentrated
solar power and photovoltaic power systems. In 1972, photo-assisted water splitting
was realized for the first time [ 105 ]. By using suitable catalysts, light of certain
wavelengths can be the energy source to split water into H2 and O2. Conversion into H2,
another clean and high-density energy source, is an alternative way of utilizing solar
energy. This chapter briefly introduces the principles of photocatalysis, designs of
photocatalysts, and the applications in photocatalytic degradation and hydrogen
evolution from water.

6.1 Basic photocatalytic principles
Pure water is transparent to visible light, and thus it can be only decomposed under the
irradiation of UV light or light with even shorter wavelengths [105]. Appropriate
catalysts are needed to facilitate the splitting of water using visible light. A
straightforward solution is adoption of semiconductors with bandgaps suitable for
absorbing visible or UV light.
Light can be absorbed by a target sample. If the photon energy is larger than the
bandgap of a semiconductor, electrons will be excited to the conduction band. The
excited electrons and created holes then separate and migrate to the surface of the
semiconductor and are involved in the redox reaction of water splitting, as shown in
Fig. 6.1 [106,107]. An overall water splitting (Eq. 6.1) includes the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), where both O2 and H2 are
generated. It is an uphill reaction that requires a Gibbs free energy of 237 kJ/mol [108],

1
H 2O → H 2 + O 2 .
2

(6.1)

In a general case, Eq. 6.1 can be divided into two separate processes:

1
H 2O + 2h + → 2H+ + O2
2

(6.2)

2H+ + 2e− → H2 .

(6.3)
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Figure 6.1 One-step photocatalytic overall water splitting with a semiconductor
photocatalyst. The potential values are based on the case of pH=0.

Potential (V vs NHE) at pH=7

The minimum Gibbs free energy for an overall water splitting reaction (Eq. 6.1)
requires a semiconductor bandgap of at least 1.23 eV [108] and it is the prerequisite for
one-step photocatalytic water splitting. The semiconductor bandgap should also
straddle the redox potentials of water. The CBM should be higher than the reduction
potential of H+/H2, and VBM should be lower than the oxidation potential of O2/H2O.
The redox potentials vary in different pH environments. For example, the H+/H2
potential is 0 and -0.41 versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) at pH=0 and
pH=7, respectively while the potential of O2/H2O is +1.23 and +0.82 in the two cases
[107,108].
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Figure 6.2 Two-step photocatalytic water splitting. The two semiconductors are
combined through a solid-state mediator for electron transfer. The reduction and
oxidation of water happen at either semiconductor. The dashed arrow denotes
backward electron transfer pathways. The mediator can be either electrolyte solution
or solid-state materials.
Alternatively, a two-step photocatalytic process is also possible where two
semiconductors are involved [109]. In this case, one semiconductor is responsible for
the reduction of H2O to H2 (hydrogen evolution photocatalyst, HEP) and the other
facilitates the oxidation of H2O to O2 (oxygen evolution photocatalyst, OEP). Due to
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the combination of two semiconductor species, the CBM of OEP can be more positive
than H+/H2 potential, and VBM of HEP more negative than O2/H2O potential (see Fig.
6.2). Therefore, such a scheme provides a larger driving force than the one-step case.
More semiconductors are also applicable to be candidates of the catalyst-pair. Since the
CBMs and VBMs of the two semiconductors usually position at different potentials,
such two-step photocatalysis is named as Z-scheme process.
There are also disadvantages in the Z-scheme water splitting. In comparison to
one-step reaction, more photons are consumed to produce the same amount of H2 and
electron-hole pair recombination hinders the photocatalytic water splitting. Choosing
suitable electron mediators is also a demanding task [110,111]. Either aqueous or solidstate mediators are possible, but both of them increase the complexity of the system and
affect the catalyst stability.
In the case of photodegradation, the holes oxidize water to form H+ and
OH· which can oxidize organic dyes while the photoexcited electrons reduce H+ to
H· (Paper II). Oxygen is also possibly involved in the degradation in some cases
[ 112 , 113 ]. Many organic substances can be degraded, such as methylene blue,
rhodamine B, bisphenol A, etc.

6.2 Photocatalyst design
6.2.1 Active sites of MoS2
In a photocatalytic HER process, Eq. 6.3 is actually an overall expression. Reducing
water to H2 requires adsorption of hydrogen to active sites of catalysts in the first step
[114,115]

H + + e − + * → H ⋅* ,

(6.4)

where * represents an active site on the catalyst surface and H ⋅* is a hydrogen radical
adsorbed to an active site. Active sites provide places where electrons meet and react
with hydrogen ions. The following step is the formation and release of H2 by either of
the two pathways

2H ⋅* → H 2 + 2 *

(6.5)

H ⋅* +H+ + e− → H2 + * .

(6.6)

Active sites are involved in both the adsorption and desorption processes. Therefore,
the amount and properties of active sites are crucial features of catalysts.
Both multilayer and monolayer MoS2 can be a good semiconductor host for
photocatalyst fabrication. Its bandgap varies from 1.3 to 1.9 eV when thinned from bulk
to single layer thus covering the water splitting potential at all thickness. The bandgap
can also respond to sunlight in a wide wavelength range. The outer surface of MoS2
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consists of various site species, e.g., vacancies, edges, and basal planes, as shown in Fig.
6.3. Among them, the S vacancy has the highest catalytic activity [ 116 ]. It appears
mostly on the edges of both 2D and bulk MoS2 but less on bulk basal planes and seldom
on basal planes of well-crystallized monolayers. Generally, one S vacancy leads to the
rupture of two covalent bonds with Mo atoms [117] creating two dangling bonds. The
newly formed dangling bonds are active for intimate chemical bonding or adsorption
and beneficial to charge transfer [90].

Mo
S
S vacancy

Edge
Basal plane

Figure 6.3 Possible photocatalytic reaction sites on a multilayer MoS2 catalyst. Note that
edge sites are mostly sulfided Mo-edges.
Edge sites were firstly found beneficial to hydrogen evolution [ 118 ]. As the
dominant edge structures, the sulfided Mo-edges own intrinsic catalytic ability for HER
[119]. The transition metal doped S-edges are also found active for photocatalysis [120].
Indeed, the edge sites are especially important for atomically thin MoS2 because
dangling bonds exist only on the edges [90]. In the case of MoS2 2D nanoribbons, there
are mainly two edge types: the zigzag and armchair edges. Zigzag nanoribbons bear
metallic feature, therefore, they offer better electrical contacts with possible metallic
dopants [61]. Thanks to the S vacancies, the zigzag ribbons are ferromagnetic, and their
bandgaps can be tuned by applying external magnetic fields. Such bandgap tunability
is promising for specific catalytic applications. Armchair edges are semiconducting,
and the bandgaps are also tunable by altering the ribbon width.
However, basal planes of 2D MoS2 lack dangling bonds. This makes the basal
planes inert for catalysis [121]. Slightly more dangling bonds exist on basal planes of
multilayer or bulk MoS2, but those forms suffer from low specific surface area and
smaller edge ratio. As a result, the catalytic ability of basal planes is also quite limited.
Since the basal planes take a large ratio of the total surface area, activation of the inert
planes will substantially improve the catalytic performance.
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6.2.2 Enhancing photocatalytic ability
In principle, a promising semiconductor-based photocatalyst should own a suitable
bandgap for wide sunlight response and capability for efficient electron-hole separation,
migration, and consumption. Photocatalytic ability can be improved via two strategies:
(1) manipulation of intrinsic crystal and electronic structures, and (2) alteration of
reaction environment. The former involves the introduction of new active sites or
activation of inert basal planes for prompt utilization of electrons and holes, while the
latter normally requires additive electrolyte in the water/catalyst system.
New active sites can be introduced by the dispersion of metal nanoparticles on
MoS2. As with Pt-decorated TiO2 catalyst, many transition metals or hetero-catalysts
can be combined to MoS2 as co-catalysts. For example, Pt, Ru, and Ni accelerate HER
process while Fe, Co, Ru, and Ni are beneficial to OER [107]. Graphene, CdS, TiO2, and
other semiconductors are also popular co-catalysts [122,123]. Among them, Ni has
been proven as a good promoter to increase catalytic ability with the possible locations
on both MoS2 basal planes [ 124 ] and edges. Besides, the work function difference
between Ni and MoS2 is favorable to electron migration from semiconductor to metal
which in turn weakens the electron-hole recombination. However, the introduction of
foreign metal nanoparticles needs either sophisticated processing (CVD, PVD) or
buffer substance to join them to MoS2. Good chemical bonding and electrical
connection are important for the catalytic property while van der Waals joints should
be avoided [53]. By using Au or Ag as the buffers, Ni nanoparticles are successfully
glued on the edges and basal planes of multilayer MoS2. See details in Papers II and IV.
Due to the aqueous environment used during the catalyst synthesis and water splitting
reaction, NiO is possible to be formed on the surface of nickel nanoparticles. This may
not suppress the catalytic performance, because NiO is also found active for HER [107].
The above methods for incorporating co-catalysts are also possible to activate the
MoS2 basal planes. Gold clusters introduced by thermal evaporation strongly interact
with monolayer MoS2 and lead to enhancement of molecule adsorption and catalytic
performance of basal planes [39]. In Paper IV, the surface contact between Ni
nanoparticles and MoS2 has been verified. Compared to the edge contact mode in paper
II, Ni decorated on MoS2 surface significantly reduces the M/S contact resistivity and
enhances the photocatalytic efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
experimental realization of basal plane activation for multilayer MoS2 of several
hundred-nanometers thick. Creation of S vacancies, which has been introduced in
Chapter 2, can also increase the catalytic performance of the basal planes. Experimental
work has been realized by argon or hydrogen plasma processing [47,48].
Alternatively, adding auxiliary additives to the H2O/MoS2 system can act as either
sacrificial reagents or electron mediators for Z-scheme catalyzed reactions. The former
case involves electrolytes serving as electron donors (hole scavengers) to promote the
HER process. Lactic acid, ethanol, and triethanolamine (TEOA) are typically employed
[125]. In the latter case, aqueous redox couples of IO3-/I-, I3-/I- or Fe3+/Fe2+ are popular
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choices aiming at fast electron transportations [107]. Such electron mediators require
either an acidic or basic environment. Therefore, the requirement of low or high pH
environment is contradictory to pure water splitting. It is worth noting that the additive
electrolytes are also necessities in the case of photoelectrochemical water splitting. They
need to be replenished in long-term reactions.

6.3 Evaluation of photocatalytic ability
6.3.1 Hydrogen evolution efficiency
The photocatalytic efficiency for HER is typically described by quantum efficiency (QE)
or the apparent quantum yield (AQY). The QE is calculated by the ratio of electron
numbers involved in hydrogen evolution to the absorbed photon numbers per unit
time [108]

QE =

N electron
× 100 % ,
N photon

(6.7)

where N electron and N photon are the number of photoexcited electrons involved in HER
and the number of absorbed photons per unit time, respectively. N photon can be roughly
approximated by the attenuated light power due to absorption. Therefore, it is
computed by the equation

N photon =

P − P'
,
hc

(6.8)

λ
where P , P ' , and λ are power of light irradiating on the surface of H2O/catalyst
aqueous system, power of light after passing through the aqueous system, and the
wavelength of incident light, respectively. It is obvious that QE is an evaluation of HER
efficiency under the incident light of a specific wavelength. It is not accurate to calculate
QE with an average wavelength in case of polychromatic light.
The number of electrons contributing to HER can be inversely obtained from the
amount of evolved hydrogen gas

N electron =
where mH2 , t , and

2 ⋅ mH2 ⋅ N A
t

,

(6.9)

NA are the amount of evolved hydrogen gas in mole, reaction time,

and the Avogadro constant, respectively.
Quantum efficiency enables the comparison among various catalyst species,
different light sources and reaction time. However, a more careful analysis should also
include the amount of catalyst used. In this case, it is preferable to directly use the
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amount of evolved H2 normalized by weight of the catalyst, light power, and reaction
time. Such normalization makes the general comparison available among the results
with different experimental conditions. The result can be also affected by the dispersion
quality of the catalyst in water. Magnetic stirring is thus necessary to get evenly
dispersed catalyst and enable a long-term reaction against catalyst aggregation.
In addition, the HER efficiency may vary greatly when changing the reaction cycle
numbers, reaction time of one cycle, and the total reaction time. A convincing catalytic
performance should incorporate experiments with both large number of cycles and a
long-term continuous reaction.
6.3.2 Photocatalytic degradation ability
The photocatalytic ability to degrade organic pollutants is typically described by a
removal curve or concentration ratio of C/C0, where C0 and C are the concentration
before and after reaction. It presents the variation of pollutant concentration versus
reaction time. Several control groups are also required for a complete experiment. A
photocatalysis test without catalyst should be done to eliminate the effect of selfdegradation [ 126 ]. A dark period should be performed for all tests before light
irradiation in order to study the effect of adsorption. The degradation performance of
photocatalysts does not only depend on their intrinsic ability but also on external
conditions, e.g., power and wavelength of incident light, weight of catalysts, initial
concentration of pollutants, effect of additive oxidants, etc. Thus, it is important to use
the same conditions for efficiency evaluations. In addition, the products after
degradation need to be analyzed. The measurement of total organic carbon gives brief
information about the degradation of organic carbon into gaseous products.
The above discussion is mainly the direct quantification of photocatalytic HER
efficiency and degradation ability. In the field dedicated to catalyst science, the specific
surface area (SSA) is a popular concept as an indirect descriptor of possible catalytic
performance [ 127 ]. It indicates the surface area per unit weight and the ability of
adsorption. Generally speaking, high SSA allows more adsorption sites which are
helpful for better catalytic ability. However, the SSA is highly dependent on the lateral
size and vertical thickness of the catalysts. Samples in monolayer form have much
higher SSA than bulk materials. Annealing and drying processes also affect SSA values.
Therefore, SSA should be used along with other materials properties to evaluate the
catalytic ability.

6.4 Gas chromatography
Gas chromatography (GC) is a common technique to identify gas species and analyze
their concentrations. In HER applications, a GC machine can directly give the amount
of evolved hydrogen gas by a more straightforward route than measuring current
density. During the GC measurement, sample gas is transported by inert carrier gas and
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then injected into a chromatographic column. The sample gas flows through the
column and is then analyzed by a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The detector
responds to the difference in thermal conductivity between a reference cell (carrier gas
only) and a measurement cell (carrier gas containing sample gas). Gas mixtures can be
thus separated and identified.
In Paper IV, the H2 produced by HER was measured by an Agilent 490 Micro-GC
where a Molsieve 5Å column was installed. During normal measurements (Fig. 6.4a),
only H2 can be measured since the reaction was carried out under ambient air. Such
experimental condition was designed based on the finding that HER efficiency was
nearly unchanged under either air or Ar ambience. The O2 production is negligible
compared to its original proportion in air. However, preliminary tests indeed showed
simultaneous increase of H2 and O2 where the remaining air is partially replaced by Ar
gas (Fig. 6.4b). It confirms the overall water splitting due to release of both H2 and O2.
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Figure 6.4 Gas quantification. (a) H2 concentration after 168 h reaction. (b) Normalized
results where the HER was performed under the ambience of air/Ar mixture. The
dashed plot is measured before HER and the plot in red is measured after 5h HER. The
two spectra were normalized to have identical N2 peaks.
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Chapter 7 Research summary and discussion
This chapter summarizes the main results of the papers included in this thesis. Through
wet chemical synthesis, noble metals (Au, Ag) and nickel nanoparticles are joined to
layered MoS2. The morphologies of introduced Au, Ag, and Ni NPs are controllable by
altering reagent ratios and synthetic conditions. The MoS2-Au-Ni and MoS2-Ag-Ni
composites are found to have low electrical resistivity at the contact interfaces. Effective
charge transfer is also verified at the interface. The ternary composites exhibit enhanced
photocatalytic ability for dye degradation and water splitting. The morphological,
electronic, and photocatalytic properties are briefly presented in this chapter.

7.1 Morphologies
The main objective was to grow transition metal NPs onto layered MoS2 for tailored
materials properties. The first progress was the introduction of Au NPs to MoS2 edges
in Paper I. For commercial MoS2 nanopowder, most defects (active sites) are at the edge
slopes. The electron-spectroscopic image in Fig. 7.1a shows that Au NPs are mainly
grown at MoS2 edges and also a few on the surface or buried inside of MoS2 stacks.
In Fig. 7.1b, Au NPs can also grow to the Ni surface by the redox reaction between
HAuCl4 and Ni NPs with the same synthetic method in Paper I. Such finding provides
a promising route that Au can be a nanoglue for joining transition metal NPs to MoS2
multilayers. This idea was experimentally verified in Paper II (Fig. 7.1c, d). The Au NPs
are crystallized with different sizes (50 nm in c and below 5 nm in d) and appear mainly
on the MoS2 edges. The Ni NPs are bridged to MoS2 via the nanocrystallized Au or
MoS2-Au-Ni ternary alloy. The chemically bonded MoS2-Ni composites survived from
the mechanical exfoliation by the Scotch tape method.
Au NPs also appear at MoS2 surfaces (Fig. 7.1a, c) which suggests the possibility
of basal plane activation. However, Au NPs get easily to larger sizes due to locally
aggregated Au3+ NPs or increased reaction temperature. It weakens the ability of Au
NPs to attract and adhere to either MoS2 basal plane or Ni NPs. Thus, no Ni was found
on MoS2 basal plane in using the Au buffer. In Paper IV, the AgNO3 was used as the
buffer reagent instead of HAuCl4. It is in favor of a mild redox reaction, leading to the
reduced Ag NPs in uniform but small sizes. The Ni NPs are successfully decorated on
both the edges and basal planes of MoS2 which can be seen from Fig. 7.1e and f.
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Figure 7.1 Microscopic study of the synthesized MoS2-Ni, Au-Ni, MoS2-Au-Ni and
MoS2-Ag-Ni composites. (a) Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) image of MoS2Ni sample. (b) TEM image of Au-Ni. (c, d) TEM-EDS images of MoS2-Au-Ni. (e, f)
TEM-EDS images of MoS2-Ag-Ni. Panels (a) from Paper I, (c, d) from II and (e, f) from
IV.
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7.2 Evaluation of metal/semiconductor contacts
The Ni NPs with the sizes of 100 ~ 200 nm are combined with semiconducting
multilayer MoS2. Such a metal-semiconductor regime could be used for electronic
devices. However, clarification of the contact mode and estimation of electrical
resistivity are critical for the nano-scale electronic devices.
The research on electrical resistivity was carried out in Papers II and IV for the
contacts of MoS2-Au-Ni and MoS2-Ag-Ni, respectively. The contact resistivity is
computed from I-V curves measured by C-AFM. A direct MoS2-Ni contact without
noble metal buffer was also fabricated for comparison. The resistivity of all the three
types of contacts drop along applied bias (Fig. 7.2a). However, such behaviors are
caused by different contact properties. It should be noted that Schottky barriers exist in
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all the three contacts. The barriers will be decreased by applying higher voltages [83,97].
The direct Ni-MoS2 contact has very high resistivity due to the poor contact quality, i.e.,
high Schottky barrier. Although the barrier is lowered a bit at high voltages, the
resistivity is still significant (46.3 Ω ⋅ mm at 5 V and 5.5 Ω ⋅ mm at 8 V).
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Figure 7.2 Electrical resistivity of MoS2-Ni, MoS2-Au-Ni and MoS2-Ag-Ni contacts. (a)
Resistivity of the three types of contacts. (b) Resistivity drop compared to direct NiMoS2 contact. Figures are summarized from Papers II and IV.
When the Ni and MoS2 are buffered by the Au nanoglue, the contact resistivity
drops much more rapidly to 3.7 Ω ⋅ mm at 5 V (Fig. 7.2b). However, resistivity is still
obvious at low voltages. The resistivity drop compared to direct Ni-MoS2 contact
reaches more than 90% at 5 V. In contrast, the Ni-Ag-MoS2 contact exhibits low
resistivity over the full voltage range (2.8 Ω ⋅ mm at 5 V and 0.5 Ω ⋅ mm at 8 V). The
resistivity drop changes smoothly but is always over 90%. Such electrical performance
suggests a highly reduced Schottky barrier at the presence of the Ag buffer.
The bonding at the contact interface between Ni and MoS2 is studied to reveal the
physical mechanisms of M/S contact. However, the very small size of the joining
interface demands simultaneous microscopic and spectroscopic determinations. For
this reason, the SR-based XPEEM was employed.
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Figure 7.3 XPEEM results. (a) SEM image of Ni-Au-MoS2 composites. Two interface
regions and one bare Ni region are marked with green, red, and blue circles, respectively.
(b) XAS spectra of the three regions in (a). (c) Zoomed-in image of the square region
in (a). Two Ni/MoS2 interfaces are marked with dashed squares. A sequence of acentric
circular regions is marked in each region. (d) Calculated percentages of bonded Ni
atoms of the two interfaces at different distances to the interface. Panels (a, b) are
adapted from Paper II and (c, d) from Paper III.
XPEEM technique allows the detection of total electron yield from a selected
region. When comparing the Ni 2p L2,3 edge XAS spectra from the three regions in Fig.
7.3a, an unexpected peak at 861 eV was found where there is MoS2-Ni interface. On the
contrary, such feature vanishes in the bare Ni spectrum. The additional peak is
attributed to the Ni-S bonding in confined spaces [128].
In addition, the peak is more obvious from Region 1 where a large nodule is
observed at the interface. The nodule was most probably formed during the
sonochemical synthesis where a large number of Ni atoms are alloyed to MoS2 with the
existence of Au buffer. Also, the peak intensity suggests the amount of bonded Ni atoms.
The ratio of this peak to Ni 2p3/2 feature denotes the percentage of bonded Ni atoms
(Fig. 7.3d). As expected, there are 50% ~ 60% of Ni atoms involved in the bonding
formation, and the percentage falls with larger distance to the interface. This finding
may be helpful to adjust the size of metal NPs for better M/S contacts.
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7.3 Photocatalytic applications
Following the realization of the MoS2-Au-Ni heterojunction, the photocatalytic ability
of the fabricated metal/MoS2 composites was first investigated through degrading the
MB (Fig. 7.4a). The ternary MoS2-Au-Ni composite shows better catalytic ability
compared to pristine MoS2 and Au-decorated MoS2. During the degradation, the
electron-hole pairs are created following the scheme in Fig. 6.1. The holes can oxidize
water to OH ⋅ which can subsequently react with organic dyes. On the other hand, the
photogenerated electrons can easily migrate to Ni surface and reduce H + to H ⋅ .
The hydrogen evolution reaction may undergo similar procedures as the dye
degradation provided the H ⋅ radicals are formed and further release H2 molecules. In
Paper IV, the synthesized (MoS2)84Ag10Ni6 catalyst was employed for photocatalytic
HER under visible light or sunlight. A time course HER is shown in Fig. 7.4b. It
delivered an average HER rate of 73 μmol·g-1·W-1·h-1 during the first 6 reaction cycles.
After 86 days of storage in water in ambient air, the photocatalyst preserves its activity
without significant decay. The HER was performed in air ambience. Therefore, precise
monitoring of the variation of O2 concentration is not applicable. However, a
preliminary test under the ambience of air/Ar mixture (see Fig. 6.4b) shows a
simultaneous increase of O2 and H2 referring to an overall water splitting. It should be
mentioned that all the reaction cycles are performed without any sacrificial reagents.
Such pure water splitting has been pursued for many years but restricted by relatively
low HER efficiency. Compared to the results in Ref. [129], the HER efficiency in Paper
IV has increased by 5890 times.
The photocatalysis is durable in time and versatile in ambient conditions. A 10day continuous water splitting experiment resulted in a hydrogen production rate of 44
μmol·g-1·h-1·W-1 from pure water (Fig. 7.4c). It reaches as much as 63% of the shortterm result and the decrease of reactivity probably comes from the accumulated
H· radicals in liquid which hinders the reduction of the H+. The catalyst can also split
natural water with promising efficiency, for example, producing H2 from river water as
much as 74% of pure water’s efficiency.
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Figure 7.4 Photocatalytic properties. (a) Photocatalytic degradation of MB under UV
light. (b) Hydrogen evolution from pure water under visible light. (c) Long-term HER
from natural water. (d) Decoloration of river and lake water simultaneously with the
HER process. (e) HER under natural sunlight. Panel (a) from Paper II and (b ~ e) from
Paper IV.

The decoloration of organics-contaminated water was also observed (Fig. 7.4d). It
suggests the possibilities of simultaneous hydrogen production and water
decontamination. However, the decoloration process consumes photoexcited electrons
and holes, competing with the formation of hydrogen and thus yielding very low
amount of hydrogen from densely colored water. Much less hydrogen is produced from
river and lake water during the first day, which is probably due to the competing
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decoloration process. The photocatalyst is also active under indoor sunlight (Fig. 7.4e).
However, the tests with sunlight is uncontrollable due to cloudy and rainy weather.
The enhanced photocatalytic ability of MoS2-Au-Ni and MoS2-Ag-Ni composites
is attributed to the charge transfer scheme between MoS2 and Ni. Specifically, the
nanocrystallized Ag (111) face matches the MoS2 surface but the Au (111) counterpart
does not. Therefore, the Au can only locate on the MoS2 edges while Ag can activate the
basal planes along with the edge activation. Besides, the dangling bonds from Ni surface
are found beneficial to charge transfer in the MoS2-Ag-Ni system. This can be also
verified from Fig. 7.2 where the contact resistivity in the case of Ag buffer is much lower
than the MoS2-Au-Ni.
Although the current work is dedicated to multilayer MoS2, the application to fewlayer or even monolayer forms could also be possible. Besides synthesizing directly with
thin-layers, mechanical or chemical exfoliation is also doable to get 2D samples after
synthesis.

7.4 Stability of the synthesized composites
MoS2-based nanocomposites are usually stable under ambient conditions, but aging
may happen if they are exposed simultaneously to radiation, moisture, and heat [130].
Hence, the stability information is discussed and presented here.
In Paper II, MoS2-Au-Ni composites were exposed to an electron beam twice for
SEM/EDS characterization and synchrotron radiation for XPEEM measurement. There
is no visible morphology variation from Fig. 7.5.

Figure 7.5 SEM images were taken before and after the SR-based XPEEM. (a) Before
XPEEM tests, image taken on 21.01.2015. (b) After XPEEM tests, image taken on
25.02.2015. Figures from Paper II.
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The chemical states stability was studied through XPS. Figures 7.6a and b are the
Mo 3d and S 2p XPS spectra of commercial MoS2 and newly synthesized MoS2-Au-Ni
composite. The Mo is partially oxidized by Au3+ during the synthesis. It can be seen that
the relative contents of Mo4+(dioxide) and Mo6+ are larger than pure MoS2. But this does
not tell about the stability of Mo and S elements in the synthesized ternary composites.
In fact, the Mo and S species of the composites are stable during HER.
In Fig. 7.6c, XPS spectra of fresh MoS2-Ag-Ni and the one after HER are presented.
Both Mo and S are chemically stable subject to the 40-hour photocatalytic reaction.
Quantitative XPS analysis reveals negligible content variation, i.e., atomic percentages
of Mo4+(MoS2), Mo4+(dioxide) and Mo6+ vary from 90.98%, 5.55%, 3.48% to 90.02%,
5.89% and 4.08%, respectively. There is no significant chemical-state change for Ag
element either (Fig. 7.6d).
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Figure 7.6 XPS study of Mo 3d, S 2p and Ag 3d. (a) MoS2. (b) Fresh MoS2-Au-Ni. (c)
Fresh and used MoS2-Ag-Ni. (d) Ag 3d. Figures from Papers II and IV.
In contrast, Ni species do change after the photocatalytic process (Fig. 7.7). Nickel
oxides are partially oxidized to Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH during the reduction of H2.
According to the surface sensitive XPS results, there are more Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH
formed on the surface of Ni NPs. But the thickness of the Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH layers
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is unknown. From the application point of view, it may not be a problem for H2
production. There is no obvious drop of photocatalytic ability during long-term
continuous HER (Fig. 7.4c,e). The catalysts remain efficient for HER even after being
kept in water for 3 months (Fig. 7.4b).
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Figure 7.7 Ni 2p XPS spectra of MoS2-Ag-Ni composites before and after HER. Figure
from Paper IV.
However, further understanding of the variation of Ni species during HER is
necessary. Such study demands future work involving the SR-based high-energy XPS
or depth profile XPS techniques which are out of the scope of the included papers.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and outlook
Molybdenum disulfide was experimentally manipulated by decoration of noble metals
or other transition metal nanoparticles. The employed wet-chemical synthetic method,
especially accompanied by an ultrasound source, is proven to be versatile for the
introduction of transition metal nanoparticles to inorganic layered crystals. Adoption
of a noble metal as a nanobuffer leads to stable and effective connection between MoS2
and transition metals. The electronic and catalytic properties of the synthesized
composites have been comprehensively studied. The ternary composites were observed
to have reduced Ni/MoS2 contact resistivity. Synchrotron radiation based X-ray
photoemission electron spectroscopy was used to reveal the contact mechanism. The
low electrical resistivity is ascribed to the efficient charge transfer at the metalsemiconductor interface where the Ni-S bonding has been experimentally verified.
Inspired by the photodegradation performance of MoS2-Au-Ni, the photocatalytic
activity was then investigated, mainly focusing on the hydrogen evolution from water
under visible light irradiation. The hydrogen production efficiency is very promising
for future eco-friendly fuels considering the efficiency and reaction conditions. Such
photocatalytic behavior probably arises from the activation of MoS2 basal planes.
Previously such activation was only reported for monolayer MoS2 and most of the
reports were just theoretical predictions. This thesis work may attract more attention
to multilayer MoS2. It is much closer to industrial application.
Overall, this work provides a facile and low-cost way of tuning the physical and
chemical properties of inorganic layered crystals or introducing new features to them.
The synthesized MoS2-based composites have announced a new series of candidates for
potential applications in both the electronics and hydrogen energy industry. It is worth
noting that the thesis work received support from theoretical calculations. The
incorporation of experimental and theoretical techniques serves deep insights of
physical mechanisms in materials formation and functionalities along with materials
performances in various domains.
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